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What Write ROM can do:

Write ROM gives you incredible power. These features represent only some of what you can accomplish with this

excellent ROM software.

1 . Search and replace with function key ease.

2. Word count and line count with a function key.

3. Library-Memory Writer “boilerplate” feature takes

words, phrases and blocks of text from another file and

inserts them into the printed document.

4. Expand-lets you build your own shorthand system and

prepare cryptic documents that take up little memory
(same as Library).

5. Chain-permits multiple files to be printed as one document.
Include -inserts other files anyplace in your document.

6. Map-shows pixel layout picture onscreen the way for-

matted document will appear with a dot for each letter or

punctuation.

7. Reference number printout-you can keep files of num-
bered customer names and addresses or suppliers or even

inventory items. Write ROM will print out entries any

place you enter the desired number.

8. Merge-Send same document to different names on your

mailing list, personalized form letters.

9. Automatic transmit- with a function key you can dial

another computer and transmit your document with all sign

on protocol automatically handled by Write ROM.
10. Uses zero K ofRAM to store the program or for operating

overhead. Except for your headers or footers and printer

set up codes all RAM is available for your documents.

1 1 . Centered headings left and right, top and bottom. Centered

text left and right, top and bottom.

12. Justified right margins or ragged right edge.

13. Print multiple copies.

14. Numbered pages top, bottom or both. Shows as 1,2 not

01 ,02 .

15. Set right and left margins global or at will.

16. Start numbering at your choice of page numbers.

17. Title page, including title page in middle of document.

18. Memo format (optional line space between paragraphs).

19. Standard block, modified block or any original letter

format.

20. Indented paragraphs.

21 . Headers or footers or either.

22. Date or time in header or footer, or any place in document.

23. Chapter end feature, page feed or conditional page feed.

24. Optional extra page at end of document.

25. Justified and ragged edge in same document.

26. Pause between pages.

27. Skip lines feature for photo or illustration insertions.

28. Double, triple or more line spacing.

29. Multiple margin settings in same document.

30. Favorite format spec file (no setting each time).

3 1 . Underlining and other printer features controlled by simple

graph characters (e.g. graph B = bold on and off).

32. Redirectable output to printer, serial port or another file.

33. Width up to 132 characters.

34. Set top and bottom margins.

35. Optional header and footer on pages you choose.

36. Begin printing at any page number, print choice of pages

from multiple page document.

37. Interrupt and resume printing.

38. Start/stop at designated page.

39. Suppress printing of ‘orphan’ lines.

40. Global printer command codes set with function keys.

41 . Does not interfere with other machine code programs in

your computer.

42. Supports printing of special characters.

43. Tab-recognizes tabs used in document.

44. Carriage return/line feed control for multiple printer

access.

45. Wordstar compatible “dot commands” for preparing

documents for your desktop computer.

46. Supports serial and parallel printers.

47. “Temporary indent” command to allow paragraph tags

that are offset to the left of the paragraph (as this section is

formatted).

48. Blindingly fast-no one can claim faster operation.

49. Copy document to a new name in RAM with a function

key or rename a document.

50. Main menu look-you move the wide bar cursor to the

document filename and use function keys to perform the

magic.

5 1 . On Snap-in ROM that presses in or out easily to allow

you to use other ROMs like Lucid.

Plus other features that will delight and surprise you.

PORTABLE GOMRJTER KURORT ORQJP
11035 Harry Hines Blvd. No. 207, Dallas, Tx. 75229

1-214-351-0564

VISA / MASTER CARD / C.O.D.

30 DAY TRIAL
Simply return it within

30 days for a full refund

if you’re not satisfied!



Text processing power that no other program can equal.

on Snap-in™ Cartridge $149.95

PCSG says “Send it back in 30 days for a full

refund ifyou don’t agree.”

WRITE ROM is the definitive word

processing extension for the Model

100. Less than two months after the

Model 100 was announced Portable

Computer Support Group introduced

the very first text formatter for the

Model 100. That program, called

Write + was licensed to Tandy and is

now in Radio Shack Computer Centers

as Scripsit-100. Write + had many
powerful features and most reviewers

still say it is the best of the cassette

based text formatters.

But now eighteen months later

PCSG has introduced WRITE ROM.
Those who experience it have said

“WRITE ROM literally doubles

the text processing power of the

Model 100.”

WRITE ROM is what you would

have expected PCSG, the software

leader for the Model 100, to develop in

the 18 months since Write + was

brought to the market.

First of all WRITE ROM as it’s

name implies is on a snap in ROM. You

simply take a quarter and open the little

compartment on the back of your

Model 100 and press in the ROM car-

tridge. It is as easy as an Atari game car-

tridge and can be snapped in and out

instantly so that you can use other

ROM programs whenever you wish.

WRITE ROM appears on the main

menu just like one of your built in pro-

grams. It lets you do every formatting

function you would expect like setting

margins, centering, right justifying and

having headers and footers. But it does

them under function key control, with

the clear and easy to learn and use tech-

niques for which PCSG has become
famous.

In keeping with PCSG’s long stand-

ing reputation for superlatively simple

yet comprehensive documentation, the

manual is a model of lucidity.

WRITE ROM remembers your
favorite format settings so that you can

print a document without any set up,

but you can change any formatting or

printing parameters instantly with a

function key.

WRITE ROM’s ‘pixel mapping’

feature shows you an instant picture on

the screen of how your printout will

look on paper. Incidently, PCSG intro-

duced this feature on the Olivetti M-10

version of Write + over a year ago.

In all there are 44 separate features

and functions that you can do with

WRITE ROM, and some of these fea-

tures are truly breakthroughs for the

Model 100.

First, WRITE ROM lets you do

search and replace, with function key

ease of course. Any word or phrase in a

document can be searched for and re-

placed with any other phrase where the

search words appear.

Second, WRITE ROM lets you send

any text (formatted or not) to any other

computer over the phone with just a

function key. What’s more, it dials and

handles sign on protocol automatically.

Third, WRITE ROM has a wonder-

ful feature called ‘Library’ that gives

your Model 100 power that you never

thought it could have. Library lets you



record favorite phrases, words, or

commonly used expressions (some-

times called boilerplate). Any place

you wish any library text to appear in

your document you just type in a code.

WRITE ROM automatically inserts the

text just like a Xerox Memory Writer.

The library phrase is inserted as your

document is being printed rather than

as it is being typed, so this feature con-

serves memory in documents where a

long phrase is used repetitively, since

each occurrence of a library phrase in

your document is indicated by a single

code character.

This Library feature is so powerful

these two pages could be devoted just

to telling you about things it can do.

For example, you can have names and

addresses that you designate in one text

file with a customer or supplier num-
ber. Or you can have inventory items

with stock numbers.

In your document you simply type in

the customer or stock number and that

entry from the other file is automati-

cally inserted in the document. Pic-

ture what you can do with that kind

of capability.

Because WRITE ROM is written in

machine code, it is blindingly fast. No
one can claim faster operation.

Because it is on a ROM it uses vir-

tually none of your precious RAM for

it’s operation, and it does not interfere

with other machine code programs in

your RAM. It works with any printer,

serial or parallel. At the touch of a

function key you can find the size of a

RAM file in bytes and in words (ideal

for journalists and other writers who
need to know how many words are in a

piece). You can make a duplicate copy

of a document file under a new name.

You also can rename or delete (kill) any

RAM file with function key ease.

This description only scratches the

surface of this amazingly powerful

piece of software. You can automati-

cally insert the date or the time any-

where in your document; WRITE
ROM senses when you are nearing

the bottom of a page, and at your com-
mand will start a new paragraph on the

next page.

Write + was the Model 100 pioneer

in the use of ‘dot commands’ to allow

control of such things as margins,

centering, line spacing and other

appearance related changes in the mid-

dle of a document. WRITE ROM goes

a step further by making all the dot

commands Wordstar compatible. This

means that if you wish you can quite

easily prepare a Wordstar compatible

document. Then you can use features

of WRITE ROM (such as pixel map-

ping) that Wordstar lacks, before up-

loading to your desktop.

A Mail Merge feature allows you to

send the same document to every name
on your mailing list, personalized for

each recipient.

WRITE ROM enables you to do

underlining, boldface and correspond-

ence mode as well as any other font

feature that your printer supports in a

way that is so unique many users say

“It is worth the price of the program

just to have this one feature.’’

Here’s how it works: When you want

to underline you don’t have to remem-
ber some complicated printer code.

You just type Graph U, and to end

underline you just type Graph U again.

For boldface it’s Graph B and to end

boldface it’s Graph B again. It’s easy to

remember and easy to do. WRITE
ROM lets you record the codes from

your printer’s manual one time only

and then just use these easy to remem-
ber signals any time you want to do a

printer font feature.

WRITE ROM does so many things

that other text formatters cannot do.

For example you can not only double

space but triple, quadruple or any

other.

WRITE ROM allows you to use

your TAB key in a doument so that you

can indent the first line for a paragraph

easily or space rapidly over many
tab stops.

WRITE ROM has another nice fea-

ture. It allows you to undent. This

means that you can have paragraphs

that have a first line that projects to the

left of the remainder of the paragraph.

WRITE ROM allows you to not only

center a word or phrase on a line but

you can center copy vertically on a

page as well.

There are many other examples of

excellent programming evident in

WRITE ROM. The line feed problem

of the Model 100 is dealt with by the

simple use of a function key. Files are

selected by moving the wide bar cursor

over the WRITE ROM menu.
PCSG makes the claim that WRITE

ROM is the easiest, fastest and most

feature rich text formatter for the

Model 100, as well as being the only

one on a Snap-in ROM. You can do
more with WRITE ROM than anyone

thought possible for the Model 100. We
at PCSG are happy to offer WRITE
ROM because it expands the Model
100 to a dimension of text process-

ing you cannot equal on even larger

computers.

If you are already a PCSG customer

you know the impressive quality of

PCSG craftsmanship. We brashly state

that WRITE ROM is the best you can

buy. But don’t take our word for it. It is

sold on a thirty day trial. If you aren’t

as excited as we are, return it within 30

days for a full refund. Priced at

$149.95, on Snap-in ROM. Master-

card, Visa or COD.
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PCSG provides hotline software support for Model-100. Call

1-214-351-0564. Available now directly from Portable Computer

Support Group. We endeavor to continue as The Leader in Soft-

ware for the Model 100.


